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Dear readers, 

We were overwhelmed by your warm response to

Bookosmia magazine’s issue 1! It was truly heartening to

see how much the content resonated with you. Well,

here’s the second issue and another delicious spread we

have for you this time!

From Olympics, book reviews, an absorbing interview

with the brilliant Shobha Tharoor Srinivasan, art prompt

to opinion pieces, our young contributors show us what

trail blazers they are and how fortunate we are to be

able to get a glimpse into their fascinating, and often

beyond their years, take on life.  Happy reading! 

Stay safe, dear readers! 

Editor’s
note

BY ARCHANA MOHAN

Inside pages

Why a youngster thinks audio
is the future

Guess my superpower!

An exciting travel to
Bangkok 

A page with prompts to reflect
on the Olympics 

Speaking through digital
art 



I used to take part in Gujarati theatre, and

there, my teacher made us work hard on voice

modulation, pitch and tone. Despite this, I never

really liked to take part in any debates or

speeches.

Then came the pandemic and boom! Now we had

to contend with another challenge - video

classes. While serving the purpose, and helping

us learn (for which I am eternally grateful), there

is still an invasive component to it that more and

more people are beginning to get uncomfortable

about. How to stay connected while feeling

comfortable? The answer came though an

unusual medium - audio! 

The future
is audio and
we, the
youth, are
ready 

BY SAHAJ PATEL, 15 FROM
VADODARA

Cover Story 



 Would you like to be a
part of our podcast too?
Write to us at
sara@bookosmia.com 

I was invited to be a panel
speaker by Bookosmia on
their podcast on Bakstage
app. I believe that hobbies
must be taken seriously and I
was asked to share my
thoughts about that.

 On my first day experiencing
Bakstage as a speaker, I was
very nervous. I kept drinking
water so that my voice didn’t
crack due to a parched
throat right when I was
speaking. That would have
been very embarrassing. 

However, once I started
speaking, I slipped into my
speaker role. 

Sahaj is a Bookosmian journalist
and illustrator 

Despite no one being able to
see my face, the expressions
still danced across my face. I
kept the correct volume, a
conversational tone and
spoke fluently. 

 As I learnt, in an audio 
 platform, we need to convey
our emotions and expressions
only through our words and
so we have to work on our
tone and pitch. 

Overall, I loved the podcast
experience. Not only did I
enjoy listening to other
speakers but I also got
amazing feedback to inprove
my writing skills. 



This book is all about Sudha Murthy-a great author’s experiences,
what she has learnt from them and some popular folk tales. It talks
about her real-life incidents which are very inspiring.

It is a semi-autobiographical book with 25 beautiful and engaging
stories which are motivating and inspiring. This book is recommended
to children as well as adults. It has all the experiences, life values and
learnings which a person should have at any age. It is a wonderful
book which engages and makes the reader desire to read more and
more.

Book : How I taught my grandmother to read and other stories

Book buzz

BY KAVYA MEHTA, 12 FROM MUMBAI

Kavya is a Bookosmia

journalist 

RATING (5 BEING BEST) : 
RECOMMENDED FOR AGE : 9+

What are you reading?



I know I am not going to be popular

among my friends with what I say!

But someone needs to say it.

 I think sugary snacks should be

banned for children. A few things

that we should avoid are

chocolates, candies, pastries and

ice-creams. We all know that the

sellers who sell sugary food are

fortunate that they get big money

by just selling a tiny sweet. Sugary

snacks just contain sugar in them

and do not have any nutrients or

vitamins. 

Young children look at the hundred

sweet advertisements that keep

blasting on every kid’s channel and

don’t know what will happen if they

eat too much sweets. They are

innocent, that is why they keep

asking for sweets without knowing

what harm it may cause.

Why sugary sweets should be
banned for kids 

By Batul Sarela, 11 from Surat 

Opinion piece 



The problems that our children might suffer

from are tooth ache, heart problems, diabetes

and also cause them to be obese at a very

young age. 

Sugary snacks cause cavities that stay in our

tooth for life time, that cause toothache.

Because of diabetes kids might not be able to

eat anything sweet or their diabetes will

increase. 

Being obese from a very young age should be

avoided or they might get diseases that will

cause permanent damage and make them

suffer their whole life. 

A solution to this is that we should give

homemade food and should remain firm and

give kids less sugary snacks. You should explain

to them lovingly that they should not eat

surplus sweets. 

From a very early age, we should give our

children healthy food that includes green

vegetables, fruits, chapatis, dal and rice, so

that they remain healthy. Also don't give

them money for buying too many sweets.

The future of children depends on the

nutrition they get today so it’s ok to say

no when a child asks for too many

sweets.  

Batul is a Bookosmia journalist

Do you agree?



Every little
thing I learn
is a piece to

help me
complete the
puzzle called

‘Life’ 

Flash point

Photo by Utsang Sinha, 14 from Mumbai

Utsang is a Bookosmia

photographer  



“WHY I
CHOSE TO
WRITE
ABOUT

RAJA RAVI
VERMA” 

A n  i n t e r v i e w  w i t h  S h o b h a  T h a r o o r  S r i n i v a s a n ,  a u t h o r  o f
P r i n c e  W i t h  a  P a i n t b r u s h  - T h e  s t o r y  o f  R a j a  R a v i  V a r m a ,

p u b l i s h e d  b y  W e s t l a n d  R e d  P a n d a  

Young readers (8-11 years) of

Bookosmia recently had an

opportunity to interact and interview

Shobha Tharoor Srinivasan,  a

renowned California-based children’s

author, professional voice talent,

poet, and translator on Bookosmia’s

podcast on Bakstage. Here are some

snippets from the interview : 

Interview

By Bookosmia‘s young readers

Prisha : Why did you write about Raja

Ravi Verma in particular?

Shobha :I was inspired by his paintings since

my childhood days. As a kid I used to visit my

grandparents in Kerala during  holidays and

their beautiful home had reprints of many

famous paintings by Raja Ravi Varma. These

facts about him and paintings made by him

fascinated me since I was a little girl. That is

why I chose him as the subject, to help

children know of him, his life and his beautiful

paintings.



Seeyona: Did you also have the same thoughts in

your childhood looking at RRV's paintings as the

little girl in the book? 

Shobha : In those days as a young child, although I had

seen his artwork, I had not heard or got much

information about the artist. Most of the thoughts in the

book occurred to me now while writing it for children

like you. I feel fortunate that we today  can now know

about Raja Ravi Varma through books and internet and

have easy access to information if we want to find out

more.

Navoneer: Was RRV's uncle also called by the same

name? Also, I have heard you may be writing  about

other greats like Abonindranath Tagore. 

Shobha :  Yes, RRV actually had the same name as his

uncle. 

It takes a tremendous amount of time and resources to

research and write about someone. This book was

possible with the help of RRRV Foundation, the

publisher and many other people. 

Interviews by :
Prisha Moitra, 9
Aadya Mishra Rao, 8
Vedika Sriram, 10
Navoneer
Bhattacharyya, 10
Seeyona Guha, 10
Pearl Doshi, 11
Arnav Prasanna, 10 

Brought to you by

Bookosmia Readers 

Want to interview an
author too? Reach
out to us at  +91
76191 27444

https://bookosmia.com/shop/events/young-readers-podcast/
https://bookosmia.com/shop/events/young-readers-podcast/
https://bookosmia.com/shop/events/young-readers-podcast/


I know what this sounds like! Especially as a

proud Indian, but that’s the beauty of

Olympics, it transcends geographical borders

and truly unites the world.

 Whenever we read the word ‘refugee’, the

first adjectives that come to our mind are

insecurity, homelessness,  joblessness,

terrorism, danger. But we never think who they

actually are and did they want to be one?

Refugees are people who had to leave their

homelands because of multiple contentions by

force not by choice.

And that is why it was so heartwarming to see

the ‘Refugee team’ at the olympics - a team of

29 athletes who do not have a home country. 

Why I
supported
the
‘Refugee
team’ at
the
Olympics 

BY KRISHA
NIJHAWAN,12
FROM NOIDA

Special feature -Olympics 



These 29 members are
competing in 12 sports. This
team includes athletes like
Yusra Mardini, Kimia
Alizadeh, Angelina Lohalith.
Yusra, who is a swimmer in
the Olympics hails from war
ravaged   Syria.She was 17
when her home was
destroyed and had to flee
from her nation due to the
civil war. She currently lives in
Germany. 

Another such athlete is Kimia
Alizadeh who hails from Iran
and had also bagged a gold
for her country in 2016. She
has now immigrated to
Germany for the simple
reason: to be a free woman. 

It is hard not to be moved by
the story of Dorian Keletela,
a 22 year old from Congo,
who lost both his parents
during the war and came to
to Portugal. He is now a
promising runner.

What was your
favourite moment of
the Olympics?

Every member of the refugee
team has an inspiring story - of
loss, poverty, hopelessness but
what makes them truly special is
the way they have adapted to
their new lives and show us the
power of determination.
 

 

 

Krisha is a Bookosmia journalist 



Grappling
Match point
Birdie
Grip
Half time 

Hockey
Wrestling
Javelin throw
 Golf
Badminton

How closely did you watch the games?
Match the term to the sport! 



As an athlete, you should worry about your

performance. Right? Makes sense. However,

for years, female athletes in sports like

gymnastics and beach volleyball have had one

more thing to worry about - their

uncomfortable costumes.

Costumes are decided by the Olympics

committee and athletes have had no say in

them until the Tokyo Olympics. 

In an unprecedented event, the German

gymnastics team decided to wear full covered

leotards instead of the traditional bikini-cut, to

show the world that you should be allowed to

wear what you are comfortable with. 

 

How athletes
took a stand
against
outdated
costume 
rules 

BY ANUSHKA
PANDIT, 15 FROM
DELHI 

Special feature -Olympics 



Similarly, the Norwegian
beach handball team also
preferred to wear shorts over
bikinis for which they were
fined. Old cliché and
inequalities have been hushed
up in the name of  tradition,
but kudos to these women
who chase their dreams and
choices irrelevant of being
judged.We should spark our
days with positive choice,
decisions and choosing a
desirable outfit do fall in the
same bracket.

The world can often be harsh
but we have a choice - to
Show or Shatter - and these
athletes have chosen to
speak up for everyone.

 Let's learn from them and
walk with positivity and be
opportunistic for every single
right we hold including a
comfortable attire of choice. 

Let's be ambitious enough to
run with our choices and not
restrict others to traditional
practices.  

What clothes do you
feel most comfortable
wearing and why? 

These gymnasts and handball
team players sparked a ray of
hope amidst darkness. 

Without fear of being judged,
one should enjoy a full fledged
right to choice,that’s the
beautiful message given by these
athletes. 

 

Anushka is a Bookosmia journalist 



My favourite moment : 

A new sport I learnt about :

My favourite Olympian :

I was surprised when : 

What Olympics has taught me :

 

Tokyo Olympics reflections 

Send in your answers to sara@bookosmia.com 



Celebrating diversity 

I love trains! Do you?

By Shagnik Sett, 10 from
Bangalore

Shagnik is a contributing artist for Bookosmia’s

‘Not that different’ initiative, telling children

about neurodiversity  



 
Sia tells us about her superpower through her beautiful illustration. 

Can you guess what it is?  

Art attack

BY SIA PATEL, 9 FROM
RANCHI

Sia is a Bookomia illustrator  

Guess my superpower

I think her superpower is  

My superpower is  



Once my grandmother was very worried. She

called my parents to enquire about an incident

that I narrated to her. The story was about a

frog and my papa. 

 

One day papa and I were coming back home

from the park. 

Papa was riding our red scooter.It was evening

and the lanes were dark. Suddenly papa started

shaking, the scooter started shaking and we all

fell down.

My papa
and the
naughty
frog

BY ARTHAVIT MOHANTY, 7
FROM ODISHA

Tangram tale
What’s a tangram?

Simply get a paper, a pair of
scissors and chop chop to get
seven shapes!

Our red scooter



Why don’t you also arrange seven shapes and come up  with
your tangram story? Send us your tangram stories at
sara@bookosmia.com 

 On hearing this Mumma asked, "What happened to the
frog?" I happily announced, "I thought Papa has crushed
him but he came out from under the tyre and jumped and
jumped and jumped away happily."
 
After hearing the whole story from my grandmother my
parents were in complete disbelief as no such thing had
ever happened! 
 

Thudddd! Ouch! I hurt my knees. Then papa got up and
looked for me but found me nowhere. He picked up the
scooter and found me under it.He picked me up and finally
we reached home.

Arthavit is a Bookosmia illustrator 

When Mumma saw my knees she was very angry and
asked, "What happened?" I told her the whole story, "A
naughty frog jumped infront of our scooter. So, Papa lost
his balance and we fell down."

This is me showing 
my knees  

My papa 

The naughty frog



Remembering how we became ‘India’

Once upon a time,
There was a country to enshrine.

Rich in goods and all kinds of treasure,
The people there resided with immense
pleasure.

Cinnamon, diamonds and rubies,
The place flourished and was full of trees.

Also known as the golden hen,
This country was full of great men.

Then to annihilate came the Britishers,
Please aid us, pleaded to God, the dwellers. 

Special poem- Independence day 

They left the country in ruins and in an 
utterly horrible state,
Almost everyone had tears, left to suffer their
fate.

But give up, the country did not.

Developed and once again started to grow,
All worked together. There was no foe.

Now today the country is so much advanced
and developed,
Even tackling calamities like tsunami and flood.

Let’s make this country of India even more
amiable,
To feel the blessings and wishes that were
prayed for. 

By Pritika Bhatt, 12 from Noida

Pritika is a Bookosmia journalist 

and Potterhead 

What does freedom mean to you? 



My favourite holiday was a trip to Bangkok with

my loving parents in the year 2017.

 

Excited as I was, I helped my parents pack the

luggage. We reached our destination in two

hours by aeroplane.

 

The hotel car escorted us from the airport to the

Novotel Hotel. It was a luxurious hotel and we

enjoyed staying and relaxing there.

Our Bangkok trip was a well organised guided

tour.

Bangkok-
A holiday
to
remember 

BY ATHARVA AGARWAL, 6
FROM KOLKATA

Travel tale



First, we visited the famous
and much awaited Dinosaur
Park. It was a thrilling
experience to see the
animated dinosaurs roaring
and learning about them.

Next morning, we went to the
water park to enjoy water
rides, playing and splashing
water the whole day.

Then we went to the
amusement park, laughing
and giggling on the rides.
 

Watching the aquatic life
in the theme park was also
quite fun.

My father and I enjoyed
munching on snacks while
my mother was busy
shopping.
 
I like to go on such
adventurous trips with my
family. We may not be doing much

travel now, but some travel
memories will remain special
forever, right?

Why don’t you also pen down
your favourite travel memories
and send it to us at
sara@bookosmia.com? Can’t wait
to read about your exciting
trips! 

 

Atharva is a Bookosmia illustrator 



Bookosmia In The News 

The Economic Times Dinamani - Tamil

On Bookosmia’s
revolutionary podcast ‘For

kids, by kids’

On what a wonderful platform Bookosmia

is, giving every child a voice

We are making
 the world

take notice!



New releases 

This  e-book by kids calls out discrimination- from 
 menstruation stigma to refugee crisis, racism to class
divide and bullying. Stunning traditional Indian styled
illustrations by Pooja Saklani. 

 
I am extremely inspired and amazed with your
work. Each and every piece has so much of
depth and they leave multiple questions.
Kindly convey my deepest appreciation and
acknowledgment for the courage these little
friends have expressed. Many congratulations
to you and your team.

Gaurang Raval,Ashoka Fellow, Clinton Fellowship Awardee

Read the below books for free on Bookosmia.com/Free ebooks by kids 



No matter
how dark
the night, 
 a bright
sun will

rise again  

Flash point

Photo by Anoushka Poddar, 12 from Kolkata

Anoushka is a Bookosmia

photographer 

Send your clicks to sara@bookosmia.com !



POTTERHEADS CLUB - A WEEKEND
FUN LIKE NO OTHER! MAKING 
 SPELLS,  WRITING POEMS,
DIALOGUES, DESIGNING HP
CHARACTERS, GETTING YOUR
IDEAS PUBLISHED AND SO MUCH
MORE!

Event recap

Limited seats only! Bring your wands! 
To know more, Call/Whatsapp :  +91 76191 27444

https://bookosmia.com/shop/events/harry-potter-club/
https://bookosmia.com/shop/events/harry-potter-club/
https://bookosmia.com/shop/events/harry-potter-club/
https://bookosmia.com/shop/events/harry-potter-club/
https://bookosmia.com/shop/events/harry-potter-club/


Young speak

I really enjoyed attending the journalism workshop
and learned a lot from it. The investigation,press
conference, news writing were all so thrilling and
interesting! The workshop was a fantastic one.
Thanks a lot Bookosmia!:)

Suhani Khemka, 12 from Kolkata

Aparna Baheti,
Mother of Saanvi, 8

from Bangalore  



Inspired to get creative and get published too? 

Send in your work to sara@bookosmia.com 

Poems/Essays Book reviews Art work Photographs
Travel

Reviews



Hope you enjoyed thisHope you enjoyed this
issue!issue!

See you soon!See you soon!  

For feedback and to know how you can be a part of this
magazine, write to : sara@bookosmia.com

https://bookosmia.com/submit-a-story-write-to-sara/

